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Ref no:    
From:   
Date:     
Subject:   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Question:  How many lone workers does your organization have?   
Answer:  121.  
 
Question: Do you have an existing contract in place with a lone worker supplier? 
Answer: Yes  
 
 
Question: How many devices do you have in place? 
Answer: 121  
 
Question What type of device/app is deployed to staff? 
Answer: Fob - MYSOS 
 
Question What was the total value of the contract awarded?  
Answer: The Trust considers your request to be exempt from disclosure in accordance 

with section 43.2 of the Freedom of Information Act as to release  this 

information would, or would be likely to, prejudice the commercial interests of 

the Trust or of the person to whom this information relates. The Trust has 

applied the public interest test to this request and feels that the public interest 

in maintaining the exemption outweighs the public interest in disclosure. 
 
Question: What is the price per unit? 
Answer: The Trust considers this information exempt from disclosure in accordance 

with section 43.2 of the Freedom of Information Act  as to release  this 
information would, or would be likely to, prejudice the commercial interests of 
the Trust. The trust has applied the public interest test to this request and 
feels that the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs the 
public interest in disclosure. 

 
Question: What date was the contract started? 
Answer: January 2016. 
 
Question: What date does the contract end? 
Answer: October 2022 
 
Question: Is there a potential extension applicable to existing contracts and if so for how 

long? 
Answer: Yes – 12 or 36 months 
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Question: We you or have you applied that extension? 
Answer: To some degree. 
 
Question: Who is the current supplier? 
Answer: Skyguard 
 
Question: Was the contract accessed via a framework 
Answer: No 
 
Question: When go back out to mark prior to next contract will you do this 

independently ort via framework 
Answer: Independently 
 
Question: Who is responsible for reviewing the market prior to next contract 

agreement? 
Answer: Head of Non Clinical Risk Team/Security Liaison Manager 
 
Question: Provide the name, email address and contact number of the person 

responsible for health, safety and risk management of staff 
Answer: Chris Stanley, Non Clinical Risk Manager, chris.stanley@sthk.nhs.uk and 

Shaun Bainbridge, Security Liaison Manager, shaun.bainbridge@sthk.nhs.uk  
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